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October 29，2021 
 

Industrial Device Business Division 
Industrial Solutions Company 

Panasonic Corporation 
[Important] Product Discontinuation Announcement: 

Separate type Speed Controller MGSD type 
for Compact AC Geared Motors Shin-G Series 
 

Dear Valued Customers, 
As per title, the Speed Controller MGSD type for Compact AC Geared Motors will be discontinued since it is 
difficult to continue production due to various circumstances. We have been supplying this product for 30 
years since the start of the production, but due to aging of production equipment for major components and 
production discontinuation because of product environmental compliance, we have summarized the final 
production quantity and secured the necessary inventory. Under such circumstances, we have taken all 
possible measures to secure further inventory in response to inventory shortage due to a drastic increase in 
orders from last year, but we have not been able to secure the required quantity. 
On the other hand, we have been considering switching to alternative materials, but we have decided that 
continuous supply is not possible anymore, and we have no choice but to discontinue production. 
We sincerely apologize for the inconvenience caused by this notice, but hope to your understanding. 
 

With Best Regards, 
■ Discontinued product and recommended substitutes:  

・Speed Controller (Separate type) MGSD type 
Part No.. Input power supply (V) Applicable motor output (W) 
MGSDA1 

100 
3 to 40 

MGSDB1 60 to 90 
MGSDB2 200 6 to 90 

・No recommended substitutes. 
 
■ Reason: 

Due to the difficulty in continuous supply of products due to the end of production of major components.  
 

 Final order deadline: 
Sorry, but we cannot accept new orders. 
In addition, it is also difficult to supply some of the products that have already been ordered. 
 

 Repair services: 
Repair service is not available for Compact AC Geared Motors (including speed controller). Only 
inspection and analysis are available. 
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